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This catalogue is dedicated to Rosalie Brendlinger Smith.
When we think of whom has been our biggest supporter, 
both emotionally and financially throughout our journey 
to bring this book to life, it’s clear that it has been our 
mother, Fred’s great niece, Rosalie Brendlinger Smith.

Marguerite and Rosalie
Detail: Girls on Beach, Ocean City, 1930.   (p. 5)
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Preface to the Exhibition: 

Every exhibition has a “voice.”

That voice can speak from the authority of 
an art historian, of a connoisseur, even of a 
friend’s memories of the artist.

Better, there is the authority of the voices 
nearest him, as an artist at home, with his 
family and loved ones, speaking of what 
they saw when he was there, of what he 
painted there with care, of who he was. 

Fred Wagner was involved with three 
families throughout his life: 

first, his blood relatives - the Wagners and 
Brendlingers; 

then, the James Moore Bryant family; 

and, finally, his wife Eva’s family, Fred’s in-
laws, the Chases.

Our exhibition is their story, a family 
perspective. 

-D
--
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Detail: Children in Backyard, c. 1932.  (p. 11)



FredWagner (1860-1940) AmericanPainter 
A Family Perspective
by Cyndy Drue and Susan Brendlinger Smith
as excerpted from their book “Fred Wagner: An American Painter (1860-1940)”

As young children we were surrounded by beautiful oil paintings 
of harbors and boats, city landscapes, bucolic scenes of trees 
and creeks, and family portraits. We were told that “Uncle 
Fred” had painted them.  
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Girls on Beach, Ocean City, 1930. Oil on board, 39 x 49 in. Private Collection.
The Brendlinger girls and their mother (l-r): Lovey, Marguerite, Betty, Margy, and in front, Rosalie. The fifth daughter, Mary, 
was an infant. There is a space he left open where he was possibly going to add Mary later.    



The Wagners & the Brendlingers
Our maternal grandmother Marguerite was his niece.  As we got older we learned 
more and more about his work and how well respected he was as an artist. We 
decided to write a book about him because we thought that he was deserving of 
one. We are his family and this is our perspective.

He was a prolific painter whose work is in numerous museums and galleries as well as many 
private collections, and although recognized to gallery owners in the Southeastern Pennsylvania 
and New Jersey area, he is not as well known within the general art public as he should be. We 
wanted to compile as many paintings as we could, share what we know about them, have his 
style commented on by a credible, well-established art critic and art historian author, and 
preserve all of it in a book so that researchers, art students, collectors and the art community 
would have a resource to further know Fred Wagner.

Who was Fred to our present day family?   Fred Wagner’s sister Matilda was our great 
grandmother. Our grandmother Marguerite married E. Leidy Brendlinger and had five daughters 
who grew up knowing Uncle Fred, although they were all fairly young and don't remember very 
much about him. As our Aunt Margy said, “We as children have very different perceptions of 
what people really are.” Their main memory of Fred was that he was “old.” She was 17 when he 
died at the age of 79, so it is understandable she would see him that way. Our mother Rosalie 
was 13 when he died, so she doesn't remember much about him either, except that he often 
enjoyed a cup of tea while visiting the family. He didn't talk much but was always pleasant.

He was shy and quiet around the girls but he painted them quite a bit. He would visit them a few 
times a year and stay for a couple of days each time. “We would see him drawing and painting,” 
Aunt Margy recalled.
 
The Brendlingers began to spend their summers in Ocean City, New Jersey, in 1929 and Fred 
would visit them there.  So it was in the last ten years of Fred’s life that he would paint the young 
girls and their mother, who was his niece, in the large oil painting Girls on Beach, Ocean City (p. 
5).

If you look closely at the painting, you can see that 
the artist painted himself in the picture, seated on the 
far right wearing a coat, tie and hat. The depiction of 
Fred in the painting shows the same-seated position as 
shown in the photograph of Fred at the beach with the 
Brendlingers.

For about seven years, the Brendlingers owned a 
home they referred to as their “country house” in 
nearby Audubon, Pennsylvania, on Park Avenue. They 
would go there throughout the year, from about 1930 

until 1937. The house and grounds served as wonderful subjects for Fred’s painting.
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Fred at the beach with the Brendlingers.



The Audubon farm had a barn, a meadow, a creek and a 
pond supplying many ways for a  young family to spend 
their time on weekends or entire seasons. Summers were 
spent wading in the creek and swimming in the pond, 
picking flowers in the meadow, playing hopscotch, fishing, 
picnicking, horseback riding, and having fun on the swings.

As the family began to spend their summers in Ocean City, 
New Jersey, the farm in Audubon began to be used less, and 
finally, in the spring of 1937, Leidy sold it.

Our grandmother Marguerite has been described by her 
daughters as being a loving, caring and very generous person. She would take care of her uncle 
by giving him money, having him over for meals, and spending time with him. Throughout the 
years, she worried about Fred, whether he had enough to eat, as he was very thin. She may have 
felt partially responsible for him. Her second daughter Margy says, “Mother did believe that Fred 
was a gifted artist, and she did her best to help him professionally.”
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Children Swinging at the Farm, c. 1933. Oil on board, 8 x 12 in. Collection of Lovina Brendlinger Carroll.

The Brendlinger sisters:  (l-r) Betty, Rosalie, 
Mary, Lovey, Margy.



The James Moore Bryant Family
“James Bryant furnished me with a studio, paint and canvas, and a small salary – had a fifty-fifty 
interest in all work sold. I was with him for about ten years – and we sold many paintings and 
sketches.” - Fred Wagner 

Fred Wagner’s association with and subsequent paintings of the Island Heights, New Jersey area 
stem from his relationship with artist James Moore Bryant. They met as members of the 
Philadelphia Sketch Club in 1897.  Island Heights is part of Ocean County, nestled along the 
banks of the Toms River. One of its most notable residents was painter John F. Peto (1854-1907).
According to Sidney Lomas who wrote the history of the first 75 years of the Philadelphia Sketch 
Club, Mr. Bryant was a “kindly dispositioned member since 1894, (who) had in the long ago, 
backed Fred Wagner with cash and words of good cheer when that painter needed such friendly 
encouragement.”

When Wagner married Eva Wilmot on June 25, 1913, he took her to this special place to which 
he had become accustomed. “They announced plans to spend the summer in Island Heights, 
presumably in a cottage provided by Bryant near his own. Wagner spent several summers in that 
cottage.”
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Riverside House, Toms River  Oil on board, 30 x 40 in. Collection of Donald T. Bottomley.



The Chase Family
Fred Wagner seemed to be attached to a few families throughout his life: his blood relatives - the 
Wagners and Brendlingers - then the James Moore Bryant family, the Philadelphia Sketch Club 
“family,” and his family of in-laws.

We found his marriage certificate in the City Archives on North Broad Street where it said that he 
married Eva H. Wilmot, the 25th day of June, 1913. Perhaps because their age difference was 29 
years, they both seemed to fib on the certificate about their years of birth. Eva said she was born 
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Barnegat Bay, c. 1923.  Oil on board, 7 x 9 in.  Collection of Lovina Brendlinger Carroll



in 1883, which would make her 30 years old the day she was 
married. In reality, she was born in 1889 and would have been 
24 the day she was married. Meanwhile, Fred said he was born 
in 1863, three years later than his real birth date, making him 
50 years old instead of his real 53. By their “new” birth dates, 
it looked like they were 20 years apart in age instead of the real 
fact that they were 29 years apart.

Eva’s occupation on the marriage certificate stated “Clerk.” She 
was also Wagner’s model for an unknown number of paintings.
Eva and Fred had a relatively short time together, as she died of 
tuberculosis in 1926, giving them only 13 years of married life. 
They did not have children. Lillian Chase was Eva’s younger 
sister. She had lost her husband Joseph early on in her 
marriage, shortly after she gave birth to their son Joseph. The 
elder Joseph died in the influenza epidemic in 1918.

Her husband's parents primarily raised Lillian’s son, as she 
went off to become a working woman that afforded her a comfortable life. At some point, Eva 
and Fred moved in with Lillian and he remained there after Eva died and until his death.

Family folklore says that the painting Smoking Lady is that of Eva, Fred Wagner’s wife and 
sometimes model. The resemblance of the woman in the painting to Eva is clear. 
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Fred Wagner in his Chestnut Street studio.Smoking Lady, c. 1913. Oil on canvas, 29 x 22 in.
Collection of Oliver L. Smith, Jr.

Eva Wilmot Wagner, Fred Wagner and 
Marguerite Brendlinger c.1920.
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 “Living at the Tip of a Brush: Fred Wagner - A New 
Curatorial Perspective” - a short essay by exhibition curator 
and painter Donald Meyer
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Children in Backyard, c. 1932. Oil on board, 24 5/8 x 29 ½ in. Private Collection.



Preface: the search for a curatorial perspective
Fred Wagner was a “painter’s painter.”  Life-long teacher, maintaining a teaching 
studio to near time of his death, he also exhibited annually at the Pennsylvania 
Academy an unprecedented 58 years, from 1882 through 1940, the year he died. 
Fred was present - even “in the room” -  for every single major evolution in 
American art.  Art historians know this, but despite attempts, there was never a 
clear way to label him; never a celebrity context occurring to anyone, though his 
friends were the best artistic minds of his time; never a theoretical stance discussed 
in his work; and, worse, like many artists involved in creating their own separate 
vision for art at that seminal time, Wagner was never “on time” for the precise 
“periods” academic views had of comings and goings for the “big tools” of 
American art.  

Wagner was never strictly seen, for example, like Eakins or even Anshutz, as a 
realist, though he worked long and closely with both men; never exactly seen, like 
Robert Henri, as an Ashcan artist, as he left to paint in California in 1886 when 
Henri came to the Academy.  Wagner was named, but could not actually be seen as 
an impressionist.  His work strongly favored blacks and whites, pre-dating 
suggestions of industrial American vigor and angst, as seen in Franz Kline’s work 
20 years later.  
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Detail:  Mills of Manyunk, c. 1935.  Collection of the Philadelphia Sketch Club. (p. 16).



He painted everywhere he went, visited both Bucks and Chester Counties as a 
plein-air painter, and ran his Addingham School of Painting for 25 years in an old 
farmhouse in Delaware County.  Yet even that doesn’t make him a “Delaware 
County Impressionist” any more than he was strictly a Chester or Bucks County 
Impressionist.  

Fred Wagner has left us with only his work to speak to his intentions, his time-line 
and record of his friends to speak to his context, the consistency of his practice to 
speak to his theory.  

In other words, as for other painters who died obliviously, perhaps only to find the 
light of being re-discovered years after their life’s breath, all we have left of Fred 
Wagner is his art.    
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Spring Blossoms. Oil on masonite, 24 ½ x 29 ½ in.  Private Collection.



A life: from his own perspective
Born at the time of the Civil War, a student and assistant to Thomas Eakins and Thomas Pollack 
Anshutz at the cradle of American Art in Philadelphia, Fred Wagner became a painter of the 
West, a newspaper illustrator, a witness to the birth of Modernism, and an invited participant in 
the Armory Show in 1913.   He became a decades-long master of the brooding American 
industrial cityscape during the 20s and 30s, plein-air master and intimate portraitist, husband, 
teacher, friend, fine artist...and yet as a favorite uncle (as we see in our exhibition), he left his 
gentle caring views of his own American families, at the beaches of the New Jersey shore, scenes 
of nieces dancing in lilting Pennsylvania farmscapes and playing in the uniquely iconic suburban 
American backyard. 
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Detail: Children Swinging at the Farm, c. 1933.  (p. 7).



Our exhibition
By the time we see him here in our exhibition, life was, for Wagner in his seventies, lived at the 
tip of his brush.  “We would see him drawing and painting,” his nieces recalled from their 
childhood; he often “enjoyed a cup of tea while visiting the family. He didn't talk much but was 
always pleasant,” they say. 

Look at the work.  Let it speak in silent form and color. In this exhibition of largely late work, 
beach scapes, scenes of meadows, families and children, his intent was the light and “movement 
around me.” 
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Detail: Children in Backyard, c. 1932.  Oil on board, 24 5/8 x 29 ½ in.  Private 
Collection. (p. 11).



“Uncle Fred,” to his nieces, was “old.”  To his peers, like the younger, fellow painter, Bucks 
county’s Walter Baum, Fred “was industrious to the end of his life.”  Awed, Baum continued in a 
newspaper interview, “Although obviously enfeebled by poor health, he painted like a young 
man and his work never lost the sparkle of youth. It was a satisfaction to watch him work, 

especially on his larger pieces. Before one’s eyes tiny sketches – almost miniatures – were blown 
up to sizes ranging to five feet in length.”  

A curatorial consistency: a life practice of seeing what is there
Look at the work. Embedded in the American experience, both urban and suburban, straddling 
history between a Civil War and two World Wars, knowing not only the three cataclysms in the 
fine arts, photography’s “realism,” the collapse of academic authority, and abstraction, but 
knowing personally the principal persons driving those events, Fred Wagner’s practice was to 
paint his own vision of his time.  That was his context.
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Mills of Manyunk,  c. 1935. Collection of the Philadelphia Sketch Club.



“I like to see movement around me. I don’t care what it is...of life as it goes on in the center of 
Philadelphia...,” Wagner stated.
His work embraced what many ignored, yet was undeniably far beyond the Ashcan 
romanticization of late 19th and early 20th century urban life; more poignantly “realist” than 
social realism, showing beyond-Dickensian conditions in his proverbially satanic “Mills of 
Manyunk” (Philadelphia Sketch Club Collection) set in his home city of Philadelphia, beside the 
Schuykill River which, like other rivers at that time nationwide, was choked with factory spill, 
the skies above night-like with stack smoke, as bad as any industrial area in modern day China.  
The underbelly of the post Civil War industrialization was the American city bloated through the 
needs of two more successive wars, the Spanish American and World War I, digesting the 
gorging of American business on the cheap labor of American immigration. The sweeping 
expansion of our cities into suburban sprawls that consumed nearby farmlands was at that time 
an economic inevitability, but before that, on the level of life, literally a life-and-death health 
issue for families escaping the successive influenza and scarlett fever epidemics by “going out to 
the country,” having a “country house.”  Wagner painted strong, now called brooding, work, 
nearly abstracting what he saw in the city.  

It was then, as here in our exhibition, he painted the plein-air light, dappling, as if though 
flapping linen sheets, the sun and shadow of his family’s suburban backyard, the seashore sun of 
his American family in the ocean wind, all as he lived them, seeing what was there.
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Detail:  Barnegat Bay, c. 1923.  Collection of Lovina Brendlinger Carroll.  (p. 9).



Living at the Tip of a Brush
Look closely at the pull of his brush work: the action of his “hand” dropping deep, raw color on 
the crest of a cloud above the sea, action like the brush of a hard ocean wind touching a dash of 
rose on a sunburned face.  Everywhere you can feel the wind and the light, just as he’d had you 
feel the choke of stack smoke on the crowded, trafficked and sooted snow along Dock Street at 
the port of Philadelphia. 

Look at the work: A full brush, deep color, a fine sense of design, but, most of all, movement, 
dash and power in every stroke, be it a scudding ocean cloud and its shadow, the blush of a 
child’s cheek, or the hot satanic billowing of soot falling on the crisp cold virgin snowfall of his 
beloved Philadelphia, it was, all at once, Wagner’s intent, his context and his practice, to leave it 
all to us as only he knew best - in his art.                                         
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
  - Donald Meyer
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Detail:  Mills of Manyunk.  Collection of the Philadelphia Sketch Club.  (p. 16). 



Works in this Exhibition: 

1.  Farmers at Work
	
 Pastel, 8 ¾ x 9 ¾ in.
	
 Chase Family Collection
2.  Deer in Woods	
	
 	

	
 Pastel, 9 x 11 ¾ in.
	
 Chase Family Collection
3.  Riverside House, Toms River
	
 Oil on board, 30 x 40 in.
	
 Collection of Donald T. Bottomley
4.  Riverside House 
	
 Paper postcard, 3 x 5 in.
	
 Collection of Donald T. Bottomley
5.  Barnegat Bay, c. 1923
	
 Oil on board, 7 x 9 in.
	
 Collection of Lovina Brendlinger Carroll
6.  Children Swinging at the Farm, c. 1933
	
 Oil on board, 8 x 12 in.
	
 Collection of Lovina Brendlinger Carroll
7.  Beach Scene (Betty, Margy, and Marguerite Brendlinger), c. 1933 
	
 Oil on canvas, 25 x 30 in.
	
 Collection of Lovina Brendlinger Carroll
8.  Girls Walking on Beach, Ocean City, New Jersey, 1930
	
 Oil on masonite, 26 x 33 in.
	
 Collection of Mr. and Mrs. David DaCosta   
9.  Toms River
	
 Oil on canvas, 24 x 30 in.
	
 Collection of Karen and Peter Bryant Kier
10.  Boats at Dock
	
 Oil on board, 8 x 10 in.
	
 Courtesy of Newman Galleries, Philadelphia
11.  Boats at Sunset
	
 Pastel, 28 x 23 in.
	
 Courtesy of Newman Galleries, Philadelphia
12.  Seaside Park
	
 Oil on canvas, 24 x 30 in.
	
 Courtesy of Newman Galleries, Philadelphia
13.  The Bluffs, Island Heights
	
 Oil on canvas, 12 x 16 in.
	
 Courtesy of Newman Galleries, Philadelphia
14.  Boats in Harbor, c. 1906
	
 Oil on canvas, 40 x 50 in.
	
 Collection of Cynthia Drue Smith
15.  Sailboats
	
 Oil on canvas, 17 ¼ x 23 ¼ in.
	
 Private Collection
16.  Smoking Lady, c. 1913
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 Oil on canvas, 29 x 22 in.
	
 Collection of Oliver L. Smith, Jr.
17.  Girls on Beach, Ocean City, 1930
	
 Oil on board, 39 x 49 in.
	
 Private Collection
18.  Children in Backyard, c. 1932
	
 Oil on board, 24 5/8 x 29 ½ in.
	
 Private Collection
19.  Spring Blossoms
	
 Oil on masonite, 24 ½ x 29 ½ in.
	
 Private Collection
20.  Beach Scene in Atlantic City, 1923
	
 Watercolor, 8 ¼ x 9 ¼ in. 
	
 Collection of Susan Brendlinger Smith
21.  Mary at the Farm, 1934
	
 Oil on wood, 13 ¾ x 11 in.   
	
 Collection of Mary Brendlinger Woodland
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